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Abstract
Why do women continue to face barriers to success in professions, especially male-dominated ones, despite often outperforming men in similar subjects during schooling? With this study, we draw on role expectations theory to understand how inequality in assessment emerges as individuals transition from student to professional roles. To do this, we leverage the case of medical residency so that we can examine how changes in role expectations shape assessment while holding occupation and organization constant. By analyzing a dataset of 2,765 performance evaluations from a three-year emergency medicine training program, we empirically demonstrate that women and men are reviewed as equally capable at the beginning of residency, when the student role dominates; however, in year three, when the colleague role dominates, men are perceived as outperforming women. Furthermore, when we hold resident performance somewhat constant by comparing feedback to medical errors of similar severity, we find that in the third year of residency, but not the first, women receive more harsh criticism and less supportive feedback than men. Ultimately, this study suggests that role expectations, and the implicit biases they can trigger, matter significantly to the production of gender inequality, even when holding organization, occupation, and resident performance constant.
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In recent decades, women have made substantial gains in educational contexts, breaking down barriers into STEM fields and other areas of higher education historically dominated by men (Buchmann and DiPrete 2006; DiPrete and Buchmann 2013; Riegle-Crumb 2010). And yet, research shows that women continue to lag behind their men counterparts when it comes to representation, remuneration,
and promotions in the workforce—even when accounting for differences in productivity and training (England 2010; Heilman 2001; Quadling 2018; Wennerås and Wold 1997). Why are women assessed as less capable than men in the workplace if they outperform them in schools?

To address questions of women’s inequality in the workplace, sociological research has spent considerable effort examining how organizational roles and their attached expectations contribute to why women are denied raises and promotions after they are hired (Acker 1990; Gorman and Kmec 2009; Ridgeway 2009; Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin 1999). Indeed, scholars have found ample evidence that men have an easier time fitting the vision of an ideal worker and leader in the workplace than do equally qualified women. However, to date, these insights have not been fully leveraged to understand the barriers women face when transitioning between education and work. Given that past research demonstrates the student role is largely “feminized” (DiPrete and Buchmann 2013; Downey and Vogt Yuan 2005; Jacob 2002), whereas the worker role is traditionally “masculinized” in historically male-dominated professions (Acker 1990; Gorman and Kmec 2009; Ridgeway 2009), there is good reason to believe that changes in role expectations inform the emergence of gender inequality in the school-to-work transition. Of course, it is empirically challenging to find a case that allows researchers to isolate processes related only to changes in role expectations, given that the organizational context is usually also changing as individuals transition from schools to workplaces.

With this study, we address this gap in the literature by leveraging the case of medical residency, which is the formal training period that occurs after medical school but before independent medical practice. This case offers a number of key advantages, including that resident physicians (or “residents”) are expected to formally transition from the “student” to “professional” role during medical residency (ACGME and ABEM 2015), a transition that takes place within a single organization in which other salient factors, such as the process of evaluation and the identity of evaluators, are not also changing. Additionally, past research has established that a statistically significant and substantial gender gap in evaluations emerges across this same period that is not dependent on evaluator gender (Dayal et al. 2017). Finally, this case allows us to take advantage of a unique dataset of 2,765 combined textual and numeric performance evaluations of emergency medicine (EM) residents that are composed in-the-moment by attending physicians (or “attendings”; i.e., medical doctors who supervise patient care and the education of residents). We compare 67 attending physicians’ (29 women and 38 men) evaluations of the work of 35 first-year residents (8 women and 27 men) to their evaluations of 36 third-year residents (14 women and 22 men) in a three-year accredited EM training program. These two stages of residency, the first and final years, are when role expectations are most clear and distinct. In the first year, being a student and a learner is the explicitly stated expectation, whereas in the third and final year, residents are explicitly assessed for their ability to perform as independent and reliable medical practitioners after graduation (ACGME and ABEM 2015). We also focus on evaluations referencing serious medical errors (as determined by the physicians on our team), which allows us to examine the language used in the evaluations while holding performance somewhat constant.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Gender Inequality in the School-to-Work Transition**

One of the most perplexing questions in the sociology of gender, work, and inequality is why women, on average, continue to underperform on multiple metrics in the workplace (Correll, Benard, and Paik 2007; England 2010) despite outperforming men, on average, in schools (Buchmann and DiPrete 2006; DiPrete and Buchmann 2013; Riegle-Crumb...
Women have graduated from college at higher rates than men since the 1980s (Snyder, de Brey, and Dillow 2018), long enough to complicate the idea that workplace inequality is purely a “pipeline problem” (Berryman 1983; Hanson, Schaub, and Baker 1996). Indeed, women seem to be thriving within schools: women and girls, on average, earn higher grades and standardized test scores than do men and boys (Buchmann and DiPrete 2006; Buchmann, DiPrete, and McDaniel 2008; Downey and Vogt Yuan 2005) and, as of 2018, women represent 57 percent of all college graduates, and they complete graduate school at higher rates than men (Snyder et al. 2018). These patterns suggest women are assessed as competent and capable in educational contexts. Additionally, women are choosing to pursue degrees in career fields once thought of as masculine, including business, law, and medicine, at higher rates (England et al. 2007; England and Li 2006).

And yet, these achievements have not translated to workplace equality: women continue to earn lower salaries than men and fill fewer high-status positions (Correll et al. 2007; England 2010). This inequality does not simply reflect women’s lack of ambition (Correll 2004; Wennerås and Wold 1997), nor can it be fully explained by time taken off for parenting (Budig and England 2001; Correll et al. 2007). Rather, a significant body of sociological research demonstrates that women’s underrepresentation in high-status roles in workplaces results from practices of exclusion. For example, women are often left out of informal social networks that can be crucial to professional advancement (O’Meara and Stromquist 2015; Xu and Martin 2011). They are burdened with more service and mentoring work—tasks that are less likely to lead to promotions and raises—compared with men (Babcock et al. 2017; Misra, Lundquist, and Templer 2012). And, perhaps most importantly for workplace inequality, they are consistently assessed as less competent and capable than their men colleagues in both formal and informal evaluations (Bornmann, Mutz, and Daniel 2007; Correll et al. 2018; Reskin 1993; Trix and Psenka 2003; Wennerås and Wold 1997). Even as many workplaces are making efforts to structure evaluation in ways that are objective and gender-neutral (Cecchi-Dimeglio 2017; Heilman 2001; Reskin and McBrier 2000), there is doubt about whether such measures can succeed in reducing bias against women in performance evaluations and other assessments (Acker 1990; Gorman 2005).

Exclusionary practices shape patterns of gender inequality in the workplace because they lead to fewer hires, raises, promotions, and bonuses for women (Castilla 2008; Steinpreis, Anders, and Ritzke 1999), as well as higher rates of attrition from male-dominated fields (Britton 2017; Jacobs 1989). Indeed, women’s overrepresentation in historically female-dominated fields of study and occupations, like education and nursing, may stem, in part, from exclusionary practices within male-dominated fields, like STEM, that earn higher salaries and status (Cech et al. 2011; Jacobs 1989).

Taken together, these literatures reveal a perplexing puzzle: women seem to be assessed as more capable than men when in educational settings, but as less capable when in the workplace, even when capability is held constant. To better understand this phenomenon, we first examine the ways in which different organizational roles are linked to gendered expectations. We then use this sociological literature to elaborate our theoretical argument about how role expectations affect the emergence of inequality in the school-to-work transition.

Role Expectations and Gender Inequality

Role expectations theory describes how certain competencies and character ideals are implicitly linked with either men or women (Fiske et al. 2002; Ridgeway 2009; Ridgeway and Correll 2004). Seemingly gender-neutral social roles are often sex-typed either “male” or “female” based on the status and competencies associated with them, and thus they are seen as more appropriate for one gender
or the other (Reskin 1993). As a result, either men or women may be advantaged when performing different organizational roles that are seen as stereotypically appropriate for someone of their gender.

In workplaces, role expectations often disadvantage women, especially when it comes to career advancement and conventionally masculine work. Traditionally, certain kinds of work (e.g., STEM, law, business, medicine) and high-status roles are implicitly associated with masculine traits (like independence and confidence), whereas subordinate positions are associated with femininity (Acker 1990; Correll et al. 2007; Kanter 1977; Ridgeway 2009; Ridgeway and Correll 2004). These stereotypes, although sometimes intangible, are often embedded in organizational structures, like criteria for evaluation, hiring, and promotions. For example, hiring criteria may contain stereotypically masculine traits like “ambitious” and “independent,” and when they do, men are more likely, and women less likely, to be hired (Gorman 2005). Thus, when employees are assessed against abstract ideals that reflect conventional masculinity, men appear to be “naturally” more hirable and promotable regardless of actual qualifications. Women, on the other hand, are viewed as less competent when assessed against implicitly masculine ideals.

And yet in schools, role expectations may actually promote women’s success (Morris 2011). Stereotypes about men’s and boys’ superior competence at science and math still permeate educational contexts (Cech et al. 2011; Correll 2001), but the student role is in many ways “feminized.” For example, the image of the “ideal student” includes conventionally feminine traits, such as organization and deference to authority, producing an advantage for women and girls (DiPrete and Buchmann 2013; Downey and Vogt Yuan 2005; Jacob 2002). At the same time, some scholars argue that conventionally masculine behaviors are actually punished in schools, pointing to higher rates of disciplinary action and learning disability diagnoses among boys (Kleinfeld 1998; Mulvey 2010). Thus, women and girls, and especially white women and girls (Morris 2007), may appear “naturally” more deserving of educational rewards, such as high grades and other positive evaluations, than boys within educational contexts.

With this study, we posit that changes in role expectations that shift perceptions of men’s and women’s competency across evaluatory contexts will help us understand the gender disparities that emerge between school and work. We expect to find that as students progress toward workforce entry, new expectations will be activated that reflect professional roles, and because the stereotypes that come with these expectations likely favor men, women who were previously perceived as successful might start to be seen as less talented. It can be challenging, however, to study the nuanced ways in which role expectations produce gender inequality in the student-to-professional transition because work and education typically take place in different organizations with different cultures and bureaucratic structures. This makes it difficult to isolate how much the change in role expectations matters to the broader set of processes that facilitate the emergence of inequality because multiple aspects of role and performance evaluation are shifting simultaneously. An ideal study of gender inequality in the school-to-work transition would hold evaluators and organizational context constant to provide a clearer window onto the salience of role expectations in explaining why women outperform men in schools but fall behind them in the workplace. We are able to do this by leveraging the case of medical residency training.

The Case of Medical Residency

Medical residency provides a unique opportunity to examine the interaction between gender and role expectations while holding career choice and organizational context constant, as individuals transition between the role of student and the role of professional. Residents occupy a somewhat ambiguous middle space between these two roles. They possess medical degrees (MDs or DOs), but they are only
permitted to practice medicine under the supervision of attending physicians.

Strict institutionalized standards differentiate interns (residents in their first year) from senior residents (those nearing graduation) (ACGME and ABEM 2015). Interns fill a role closer to that of an advanced student: they are still learning basic medical tasks involved in patient care (e.g., how to do a procedure or make a diagnosis), often in the context of a new and unfamiliar hospital, and thus their work is heavily supervised. Senior residents, on the other hand, fill a role closer to that of an attending: they supervise medical students and lower-level residents, and they are responsible for managing patient care, with attendings supervising in the background.

Although the professional hierarchy within medical residency may be different from that in other workplaces, disadvantage in the transition from student to professional is not unique to medicine. Similar patterns appear across a variety of different historically male-dominated career paths, including science, academia, and law (Jacobs 1996; Kay and Gorman 2008; Xie and Shauman 2003). Yet, the fact that the transition from student to professional roles in residency takes place within the context of a single organization, occurs gradually over the course of three years, and is concretely spelled out in institutionalized and theoretically objective performance expectations established by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) allows us as researchers to examine a set of crucial, but often hard-to-observe, processes.

Within the broader case of medical residency, we focus on emergency medicine (EM) for several important reasons. First, prior research has established that EM values stereotypically masculine traits in its residents, like leadership and assertiveness, as part of their professional role ideals (Mueller et al. 2017). This may be because of the fast-paced and intense nature of EM (Choo 2017); however, EM’s emergence out of military field medicine (Goniewicz 2013), with its highly masculinized culture (Braswell and Kushner 2012), likely also contributes. As might be expected based on these traits, EM has lower levels of gender parity compared with most other medical specialties (Lautenberger et al. 2014): women comprise 48 percent of residents and 38 percent of medical faculty (attendings in academic or university-affiliated hospitals, rather than “community” hospitals) in medicine as a whole, but they represent only 38 percent of all EM residents (DeFazio et al. 2017) and 28 percent of EM faculty (Bennett et al. 2019).²

Second, as we have alluded to, EM has extremely institutionalized and formal expectations for resident performance that are tied to the year of residency. EM was an early adopter of the ACGME’s Next Accreditation System (NAS), a nationally standardized system for evaluating resident performance (Nasca et al. 2012), which is the latest part of a long-standing effort to standardize graduate medical education by providing objective standards (“milestones”) for assessing resident performance and ensuring physicians across the country receive training that is similar in content and rigor (Beck 2004). The clear differences in role expectations between intern and senior residents outlined in the NAS facilitate our tracking changes in expectations and their consequences over time.

Third, prior research, based on the same dataset we use here, has determined that a significant gender gap in resident evaluation scores emerges over the course of residency (Dayal et al. 2017). Specifically, in the third year of residency, women’s numerical evaluations lag significantly and substantially behind those of men, so much so that the results suggest women require, on average, an additional three to four months of residency training than men (Dayal et al. 2017). Interestingly, this gendered lag is not present in the first or second years of residency and is robust to controls for the hospital type (e.g., academic versus community), the attending’s gender, and the gender-match between residents and attendings. Essentially, both men and women attendings are responsible for producing the gender gap in resident evaluations in the ED (Dayal et al. 2017). One
limitation with prior work, including our
own, is that it does little to examine why this
gender gap in evaluations emerges.

The final reason for our focus on EM is
that, in response to the NAS framework, sev-
eral EM programs implemented software on
medical faculty’s mobile devices and comput-
ers that allow them to provide numerical and
textual feedback to residents about their mile-
stone attainment in real-time. This software
generates unique data that provide a window
into everyday perceptions of residents’ com-
petency, details of which we provide below.

METHODS

Data Collection

Our data come from a software application
called InstantEval V2.0 (Monte Carlo Soft-
ware LLC, Annandale, VA), which was
designed by Dayal and O’Connor, two of the
physician co-authors on this article, to help
EM attending physicians efficiently assess
residents’ performance on ACGME NAS mile-
stones.3 This software works as an appli-
cation on attendings’ mobile devices and
computers. Attendings can choose when to
complete evaluations, whom to evaluate, and
the number of evaluations to complete,
although most training programs using the
application encourage one to three evalua-
tions per shift. Each evaluation encourages
the assessment of an ACGME Emergency
Medicine Milestone Project–based perfor-
mance level (a numerical score from one to
five) on 1 of 23 possible individual EM sub-
competencies.4 Attendings can see descrip-
tors of the individual milestones (and

comparing

scores) on the app before assigning a rating, allowing them to
reference formal standards of evaluation
immediately prior to making an assessment.

Attendings have discretion over when to
provide textual comments, which are the focus
of this study. These comments can be up to
1,000 characters in length and can be written
“publicly” (i.e., visible to both the resident
being evaluated and all attendings) or
“privately” (i.e., only for attendings to see). We
do not have data on how residency programs
use these resident evaluations, but many pro-
grams use data from similar in-the-moment
evaluations of ACGME subcompetencies to
make broader assessments about residents’
rank, abilities, and preparedness for next career
stages. Thus, these evaluations likely represent
a permanent record of residents’ performances
in the ED, including their mistakes and errors.

For this study, we leverage data from a
single three-year ACGME-accredited Emer-
gency Medicine residency program that we
call “University Hospital” (a pseudonym)
over two years (from July 1, 2013, to July 1,
2015). We selected this hospital because it was
the largest (in terms of attending and resident
population) of the available sites that enabled
the textual comments feature of the InstantEval
V2.0 app and had two full years of data. Dayal
and colleagues (2017) found that the gender
gap in evaluations is not present or statistically
significant in PGY1 (post-graduate year 1),
but is substantial and statistically significant
in PGY3 (post-graduate year 3), so comparing
PGY1 residents to PGY3 (with the same
attendings evaluating both groups) offers an
interesting qualitative comparison that can
reveal why attendings may be more prone to
gender bias in PGY3 compared to PGY1.
Thus, our study focuses on 2,765 direct obser-
vation evaluations with textual comments that
were collected from two cohorts of PGY1 EM
residents ($N$ evaluations = 1,448) and two
cohorts of PGY3 residents ($N$ evaluations =
1,317). Specifically, we analyze evaluations of
71 residents (8 women and 27 men in PGY1; 14
women and 22 men in PGY3) by 67 attend-
ing physicians (29 women and 38 men). Resi-
dents received between 18 and 77 total
comments, with an average of 37.9 comments
per year that data were collected.

We did not find a statistically significant
difference in the number of comments received
by men and women. All residents remained in
the study sample for the full amount of time
expected based on their cohort. Attrition rates
from residency are low, and EM residency has
the lowest rate of attrition (less than 1 percent)
of all major medical specialties (Lu et al. 2019). Our dataset does not include information about race or other demographic characteristics beyond gender for either attendings or residents, a limitation we discuss in more detail in the Discussion section.

All names used in the text are pseudonyms to protect confidentiality. This study was approved as exempt research by the University of Chicago Institutional Review Board. Participating hospitals were informed that written and numerical comments may be used for future research purposes, but they were not told that comments would be analyzed specifically with regard to gender. In this sense, our methods of data collection may have provided some protection against social desirability bias (Nederhof 1983).

Analytic Plan

Our analysis was guided by a sequential explanatory analytic design (Ivankova, Creswell, and Stick 2006), in which we used qualitative methods to better understand previously established quantitative findings. Specifically, we began our analysis with the knowledge that a gender gap exists in evaluations in the third year but not the first year of residency (Dayal et al. 2017). To probe this disparity, we first conducted a qualitative content review of the ACGME’s Emergency Medicine Milestones (ACGME and ABEM 2015) to understand the formal expectations for residents and to enable evaluation of how these formal standards are operationalized in daily practice. Once familiar with the ACGME milestones, we compared performance evaluations of two cohorts of PGY1 residents and two different cohorts of PGY3 residents to examine why the gender disparity emerges.

To guard against confirmation bias during data analysis, we developed a multistage, multi-analyst procedure for coding and analyzing the data involving both sociologists and physicians. We also suppressed information about residents’ and attending physicians’ gender during all stages of coding. This process was imperfect, as some comments included gendered pronouns or names. Our analytic procedure began with simultaneous open coding of all comments to develop themes from the data (Lofland et al. 2006) and to ensure accurate understanding of comments. We then undertook an additional order of thematic coding and analysis, focusing on subthemes within these data. Following this coding, we analyzed gender differences in the comments residents received at different stages of training. At every stage of data analysis, at least two sociologist team members coded every comment. All relevant comments that involved a medical error were also coded by at least two of the physicians on our research team. Their coding was reviewed for consistency and clarity by at least one medical sociologist. Any discrepancies between codes and rating of medical errors was discussed collectively by all analysts and consensus was reached in all cases.

Summary of Analytic Themes

To orient the reader to the concepts we present in our Findings section, we briefly summarize the analytic themes that emerged from our coding process. Italicized words and phrases indicate codes that will be discussed in detail.

Valence and character ideals. All comments were coded as either positive, negative, mixed, or neutral based on whether they contained language that was complimentary of resident performance, critical of resident performance, both, or neither. Several character ideals were identified based on traits/skills that residents would get positive feedback for possessing and negative feedback for not possessing. Leadership was defined as the ability to take charge of others, of an individual patient, and of the ED as a whole. Communication was defined as the ability to ask for and share information with others.

Evaluative reference group. These codes analyze textual comments for the explicitly-stated evaluative reference group
against which resident performance is being compared. Comments that reference the student role assess residents for their general ability to fulfill the duties of residency or compare them to other residents in their class. These comments state that residents are either behind their expected abilities or their classmates, on par with expectations or others in their class, or ahead of their expected level of competency or others in their class. Comments that reference the colleague role assess residents for their ability to succeed in independent practice after residency. These comments state that residents are either not ready, almost ready, or ready for their next career stages.

Medical errors. We coded medical errors based on a definition from the Institute of Medicine (2000) as “the failure of a planned action to be completed as intended or the use of a wrong plan to achieve an aim.” Minor errors were defined as those that violated best practices for physicians but did not pose a serious threat to patients. Major errors were those with the potential to harm patients. Within medical errors, we also coded for qualitative differences in the language attendings used when commenting on the error. Supportive feedback includes cases where attendings reassure residents of their abilities (e.g., “We were a little slow in instituting EGDT in a patient with severe sepsis. Otherwise, she managed patients appropriately during a four-hour G2 shift. Good to work with her—competent and trustworthy”) and offer them the benefit of the doubt (e.g., “Noticed more so today you were distracted while at work. . . . I know you have it in you, but today more than in days before I was struck by this”). Critical feedback includes cases where attending feedback is hurtful, calling into question residents’ basic ability to perform the role of EM physician (e.g., “Overall, seems clueless and a disaster to work with”), and when attendings blame the resident (e.g., “She is trying hard and definitely improving but still frustrating that she has not made the personal effort to learn her drugs. This is something faculty cannot do for her”).

FINDINGS

In the following section, we present our empirical analysis of why the previously established gender disparity in evaluations emerges between year 1 (PGY1) and year 3 (PGY3) of emergency medical residency. We begin by describing how role-expectations shift between these two years of residency, and we then examine how men and women differentially experience these shifts in expectations. Finally, we examine whether differences in resident performance, rather than differences in perceptions of resident performance, may contribute to the observed gender disparities in evaluations. To do this, we hold clinical performance somewhat constant by leveraging a subset of comments about medical errors and comparing attendings’ gendered reactions to errors of similar severity.

Shifting Roles, Shifting Reference Groups

Embedded within the ACGME’s Emergency Medicine Milestones (ACGME and ABEM 2015) are differential expectations for resident performance, such that in PGY1 a student-dominant role exists, but by PGY3, residents are expected to be much more like colleagues than students. We find that these formal expectations are mirrored in attendings’ comments. Of the 174 comments for PGY1s that contain an explicit reference group, 98.9 percent reference residents’ roles as students or learners (this is 11.9 percent of the total comments PGY1s receive [172 out of 1,448]); only 1.1 percent reference attendings or independent practice (which is .14 percent of the comments PGY1s receive [2 out of 1,448]). In these comments, attendings compare residents’ abilities to those of their fellow PGY1s, writing that residents are “on par with [their] peers” or have performed at a level “appropriate to [their] stage of training.” Thus, PGY1 residents are not being assessed
for their overall aptitude as physicians; rather, they are being assessed relative to a particular and specifically early stage of medical training, where learning new things rather than being perfect at them dominates.

That PGY1s are being assessed for their ability to fill the student role is also evident in the characteristics attending physicians value in their residents. Table 1 displays the characteristics attending physicians remark on in PGY1 and PGY3. In PGY1, attendings value residents who seek assistance and feedback, are eager learners, and perform medical tasks cautiously, traits that previous literature connects to both the student role and traditional femininity (DiPrete and Buchmann 2013; Downey and Vogt Yuan 2005; Jacob 2002). This is evident in comments for men and women PGY1s. For example, Lisa, an attending, praised Eugene, a PGY1, for his reliance on his attendings: “Enthusiastic. Asked for assistance when unsure what to do (appropriately so). Actively asked for feedback in order to improve.” Similarly, Scott, an attending, wrote about Juliet, a PGY1: “Juliet is off to a great start. Knowledge base is good for her level of training. She has a great attitude and is easy to work with. Readily accepts feedback and works it into her practice.” These typical comments communicate a set of character ideals closely linked to the role of student. As we will show, they are starkly different than those used to assess PGY3s.

By PGY3, attendings’ expectations of resident performance undergo significant changes, and this is apparent in the comments directed at PGY3s by attendings. In PGY3, 169 comments indicate a reference group explicitly; this is about the same percentage (13 percent) of comments as in PGY1. Of these, 43.2 percent reference the student role (compared to 98.9 percent for PGY1s), and 56.8 percent reference attendinghood or career stages after residency (compared to 1.1 percent for PGY1s). The comments explicitly referencing attendinghood account for 7.4 percent of the comments made to PGY3 residents. This kind of comment contains language indicating PGY3 residents were “ready to work on [their] own” or they would “perform well as junior faculty.” The rest of the comments reference the student role. Although the student role is still present in PGY3, the role of professional physician, or independent practitioner, increased in saliency from PGY1.

The fact that PGY3s are assessed for their ability to fill the colleague role is also evident in the characteristics attendings praise in residents at this stage. A summary of these can be found in Table 1. Residents in their final year of training are valued for their independence, confidence, and mastery of advanced medical skills (Mueller et al. 2017), traits that previous literature has linked to traditional masculinity (Gorman 2005). PGY3s receive less praise for deference to their superordinates and are instead leaned on to act as leaders themselves.

### Table 1. Role Expectations for Emergency Medicine Residents at University Hospital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-Graduate Year (PGY) 1</th>
<th>Post-Graduate Year (PGY) 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learner&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Leader&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cautious&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Confident&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeks assistance and feedback&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Independent/autonomous&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters basic skills; recognizes limits</td>
<td>Masters advanced medical knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successfully performs simple procedures</td>
<td>Successfully performs complex procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manages a single patient</td>
<td>Oversees the whole ED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference group = student&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Reference group = colleague&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Characteristics are derived from a qualitative content analysis of resident performance evaluations at University Hospital. Some map directly onto the ACGME’s 23 EM milestones.

<sup>a</sup>Indicates characteristics/roles identified as stereotypically feminine by prior literature (DiPrete and Buchmann 2013; Downey and Vogt Yuan 2005; Jacob 2002; Morris 2011).

<sup>b</sup>Indicates characteristics/roles identified as stereotypically masculine by prior literature (Gorman 2005; Mueller et al. 2017).
This change in character ideals is encapsulated in the following comment written by Brian, an attending, for Lydia, a PGY3: “Leader and role model for her fellow emergency medicine residents. Performs appropriate clinical application of knowledge in practice. Fully participates in the educational, safety, and quality improvement missions of the department. Always a pleasure to work with Lydia.” This emphasis on leadership was common in PGY3s’ performance evaluations: 230 comments, 17.5 percent of the 1,317 total comments for PGY3s, assessed residents’ leadership skills (compared with just 2.6 percent of comments for PGY1s), suggesting this characteristic is considered less important to the PGY1 role. PGY3 residents who master these skills are believed to be well-prepared for their next career stage, as is suggested in the following comment written by Frank, an attending, about Keith, a PGY3: “Keith is an excellent resident, and he works at the level of junior faculty. He manages his patients, assists the junior residents, manages the department, and still takes the time to spend with patients and families.” Embodying the ideal characteristics of a PGY3 also means embodying those of an attending physician, and residents at this stage are judged for their ability to succeed in independent practice. This is quite different than the role of PGY1s, who are expected to be good at learning.

Gender Differences in Perceived Ability to Meet Role Expectations

Having established the shift in reference groups between PGY1 and PGY3, we now analyze how gender shapes residents’ abilities to meet expectations under these different circumstances. We begin by examining these patterns in comments where the reference group is explicitly mentioned, and we then examine more general trends in residents’ abilities to meet expectations.

Analyzing comments with explicit reference groups. In the subset of comments that explicitly assess PGY1 residents for their ability to fill the student role (N = 172), more comments for women than men positively compare them to the “student” reference group. Table 2 shows that a larger percentage of comments for women state they are ahead of their classmates (84.3 percent, compared with 62.8 percent for men). Of these positive comparisons to the reference group, a larger subset of comments for women (18.6 percent, compared with 10.5 percent for men) explicitly state they are the best resident in the class (not shown in the table). For instance, John, an attending, wrote about Faith, a PGY1, “Faith continues to make progress and is developing rapidly. She is able to increase her patient load, include sicker patients [patients at risk of dying] and not lose quality. She continues to perform among the best residents in her class.” In contrast, more comments for men than for women in PGY1 contain negative comparisons to the “student” reference group: a higher percentage of comments received by men than women stated they were either on par with their classmates (14.9 percent, compared to 7.8 percent for women) or behind the curve (19 percent, compared to 7.8 percent for women). A typical negative assessment of men residents’ ability to fill the student role appeared in the following comment written by Michael, an attending, for Gavin, a PGY1:

I feel like we really had some disconnects on this shift and the previous shift we worked: as we discussed in person, I got the feeling you weren’t interested in completing a complete exam. When I suggested things like pelvic exams/rectal exams I sensed that you didn’t feel these were necessary and I felt you were almost argumentative/defensive. As a brand-new resident, I would suggest that you do your best to make your faculty feel as though you were interested in learning from them.

Michael directly linked Gavin’s apparent lack of interest in learning to his failing to appropriately meet the role expectations of a “brand new resident” or student. This comment is part of a pattern wherein attendings find that
men PGY1s’ performances in the ER compare negatively to the traits expected of them at this stage. In general, women residents appear to better exemplify the ideals of the PGY1 learner role.

The trend of an apparent advantage for women and disadvantage for men in PGY1 reverses in PGY3. In their third and final year of training before independent practice, men residents received more positive comparisons to the reference group than did women residents in comments with explicit reference groups. Of the comments evaluating residents’ abilities to perform the attending role, only 58 percent of comments directed at women residents contained a positive assessment (that they were either ready or almost ready for independent practice), compared to 95.3 percent of comments directed at men. A larger percentage of these comments for men (81.5 percent) than for women (41.9 percent) stated the resident was ready for independent practice or post-residency career stages. The following evaluation written by Howard, an attending, for Aaron, a PGY3, shows a typical example of a positive comparison to the “colleague” reference for men:

Howard took Aaron’s successful performance of medical procedures, in addition to his team leadership and personality, as evidence that he was not only ready to practice EM independently, but that he would make a good colleague at University Hospital, an academic medical center. Several other men (5 of 22 [22.7 percent] men PGY3s) received similar comments, suggesting they would be good fits for careers in academic medicine, which is typically more prestigious than other types of medical practice. This is particularly noteworthy when compared to comments made to PGY3 women.

Some women were told they were ready for independent practice (5 out of 14 women in PGY3, or 35.7 percent), but none of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PGY1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference to Student Role</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behind</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On par</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahead</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Comments</td>
<td>1,061</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PGY3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference to Colleague Role</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not ready</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almost Ready</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Comments</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
women received a comment suggesting they should try for a career in academic medicine (whether at University Hospital or elsewhere). Additionally, more comments for women than for men contained negative comparisons to the “colleague” reference group. Of the subset of comments that assessed PGY3s’ ability to fill the role of attending physician, 41.9 percent suggested women residents were presently unable to do so, compared with 6.2 percent of similar assessments of men residents. Within these negative comparisons to the role of colleague, attendings often commented on deficiencies in knowledge, skills, or personality that would prevent women from being solid EM doctors after residency. For example, Peter, an attending, told Nicole, a PGY3, that she was overly meticulous:

Did a good job trying to tease out potentially sick patients who were otherwise well-appearing. Pays attention to detail. Hard working. Clearly cares about her profession, and it shows. The danger when being so meticulous is possibly over-evaluating patients who can easily be managed in the outpatient setting. You should work hard on your efficiency this year. In the community, you will be expected to see about 1.75 [patients]/hr minimum, and expected to keep your head afloat during the periods that balloon to 3 or 4 [patients]/hour. Challenge yourself now, I think you’ll find you can manage it easily once you push yourself. [emphasis added]

In earlier stages of residency, “attention to detail” is often praised as an attribute. But when considering Nicole’s post-residency career, Peter instead construed this trait as a potential impediment to her success. Whereas comments for men residents focused on the constellation of skills that would make them excellent independent practitioners, comments for women residents, like this comment for Nicole, instead focused on the work they still had to do in order to be successful colleagues. Evaluations for PGY3s more often construed men as ready for attendinghood and women as not yet ready for this superordinate role.

Analyzing more general trends. Our analysis of comments with explicit mentions of reference groups suggests these reference groups matter to understanding gender inequality in PGY3, but they account for a small percentage of the total comments residents receive. Do the gendered trends we observed in the previous section appear more generally in the comments residents received? To examine this question, we now expand our analysis to all comments residents received in PGY1 and PGY3. Indeed, we see similar trends to those revealed by our analysis of comments with explicit reference groups. Table 3 presents these findings.

In PGY1, compared to men residents, women residents received more feedback that was purely positive in tone and content and less feedback that was purely negative. Specifically, 67.4 percent of feedback to women PGY1 residents was positive, compared to 57.5 percent for men residents, and only 5.9 percent of feedback for women residents was negative, compared to 13.3 percent for men residents. Additionally, 28.9 percent of comments directed at women residents indicated they performed exceptionally well (i.e., a very strongly positive comment [see Table 3]), compared to only 18.9 percent of comments directed at men. As mentioned earlier, performance as leaders was not heavily commented on in PGY1, but interestingly, when it was, men and women received similar percentages of positive comments. The same is the case for residents’ communication skills (with patients, nurses, consultants, and family members): in PGY1, men and women received relatively similar rates of positive feedback. Thus, not everything is skewed to advantage women in PGY1. This makes sense, as past research has not found a statistically significant advantage for women in PGY1 (Dayal et al. 2017).

By PGY3, these patterns shift, revealing an advantage for men residents. Interestingly, in PGY3, men and women received fairly equal percentages of positive (73.5 and 69 percent, respectively) and negative (6 and 6.4 percent, respectively) comments; however, women received fewer comments indicating
that they performed exceptionally well (i.e., extremely positive) than men (27.5 versus 36.1 percent). Additionally, in PGY3, men received more positive feedback about their ability to communicate with others in the ED and their ability to lead the ED than did women. Specifically, of comments directed at men, 25.9 percent noted a good job communicating and 15.9 percent noted a good job with leadership, compared to 18.9 and 9.7 percent, respectively, of comments directed at women. These trends differ from what we saw in PGY1 and thus provide further evidence that women have a harder time than men fulfilling the role expectations for PGY3s than for PGY1s.

Analyzing Gender Differences in Reactions to Medical Errors

In the previous sections, we provided evidence that men have an advantage over women as the reference group for performance evaluations shifts from student to colleague. However, thus far, we have not been able to account for the possibility of real differences in men’s and women’s performance. To address this, we conclude our analysis with an examination of gender differences in evaluations of 410 comments that concern medical errors, while holding performance somewhat constant by comparing gender differences within PGY and within error severity categories.

In PGY1, a relatively similar percentage of comments directed at men (15.9 percent) and women (11.4 percent) concerned medical errors (see Table 4). Additionally, of the errors men and women residents made, there was a relatively equal breakdown across genders by the severity of the error. The majority of errors (about 84 percent of errors for both genders in PGY1) were minor, where a patient’s well-being was not in danger; about 16 percent of errors for both genders were major, where a patient’s well-being had the potential to be seriously harmed. By analyzing qualitative differences in how attending physicians reacted to errors, we are able to see more nuance in how gender matters to evaluations. Table 4 shows that in PGY1, feedback for women who made major errors contained less reassurance than did feedback for their men peers (0 compared to 10.7 percent), more language blaming them for the error (57.1 percent compared to 39.3 percent), and more harsh or hurtful language around the error (28.6 percent compared to 17.9 percent). To illustrate this difference, we compare the cases of Spencer and Megan, the two PGY1 residents who made the largest number of major medical errors in PGY1. Lisa, an attending, wrote the following evaluation of Spencer’s work:

Quick to see patients. Got consultant on board quickly, but remember to also look at patient carefully to determine severity of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Gender and General Trends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptionally Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptionally Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership + Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication + Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Comments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
illness & need for resuscitation (e.g., transfer patient with mesenteric ischemia & perforated bowel who was cool & clammy needed [intravenous fluids])—[you] want to expedite entering these orders & getting resuscitation started (probably even before calling consultant—or at least simultaneously). . . . Don’t hesitate to ask the upper level resident or attending if you have problems (e.g., trying to order [antibiotics]). [emphasis added]

Here, Spencer failed to recognize that a patient needed urgent fluid resuscitation, a potentially life-saving procedure whose delay could have seriously harmed the patient. Despite pointing out this major error in medical judgment, Lisa reassured Spencer of his abilities, complimenting his enthusiasm to see new patients and the speed at which he called in a specialist on this patient’s complex case. Men received slightly more comments like this one than did women in PGY1.

Women in PGY1 received less reassurance and instead were given a larger number of evaluations that assigned them blame for errors or that contained hurtful commentary about their ability to perform in the ED. The following comment written by Brian, an attending, for Megan, a PGY1, is characteristic of these kinds of comments:

Needs to demonstrate substantial improvement in efficiency to be considered prepared for 2nd year. Knowledge deficits below the level of her peers, resulting in extraneous “shotgun” lab testing requiring significant supervision. Knowledge deficits for management of some simple ambulatory complaints requiring more than the average level of supervision, with some difficulty utilizing practice improvement resources for on-shift education to augment education and prevent errors (e.g., difficulty differentiating cervicitis from [pelvic inflammatory disease], difficulty identifying correct antibiotics [therapy], despite multiple prompts to check online reference material). Does not currently appear to be on track for the level of independence and capability necessary for 2nd year. [emphasis added]

Here, Brian described several medical errors made by Megan, with the most concerning being her inability to correctly recognize a serious illness and identify the appropriate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PGY1 Men</th>
<th>PGY1 Women</th>
<th>PGY3 Men</th>
<th>PGY3 Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Errors</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Errors</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit of the doubt</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reassured</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurtful</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blamed</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Errors</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit of the doubt</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reassured</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurtful</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blamed</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Comments</td>
<td>1,061</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Residents</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
treatment. Brian communicated that Megan was at fault for these issues when he cited her knowledge deficits as the root cause of the errors and noted that despite the availability of educational resources that might help her improve, she failed to use these effectively. The comment was also hurtful in that Brian called into question Megan’s ability to move on to her next year of residency.

Comments about major errors for women PGY1s were less supportive and more critical than those for men PGY1s, but this pattern does not hold for minor errors. There is no clear pattern of advantage for either men or women: men received more benefit of the doubt (present in 20.6 percent of comments about men’s minor errors and in 5.4 percent of women’s), more hurtful comments (5.7 percent of minor error comments compared with 0 for women), and more blame for the error (22.7 percent of minor error comments for men compared with 13.5 percent for women). Women, on the other hand, received slightly more reassurance than men (35.1 percent compared with 28.4 percent).

Together, our analyses of medical errors in PGY1 do not suggest that the role expectations for PGY1s clearly advantage either men or women. The one exception is when PGY1s make major mistakes: attendings react more harshly to women residents than to men residents. However, attendings still tend to contextualize these major mistakes within the student-doctor role for both men and women residents, as can be seen in the earlier comments for Spencer and Megan. Every PGY1 resident received at least one comment about a medical error, and most received multiple. If we look at the data by resident, men received a slightly higher number of comments about errors (median of six, compared with a median of four for women), and 12 of 26 (46.2 percent) men PGY1s, compared with 2 of 8 (25 percent) women PGY1s, had at least one comment about a major error. Most residents were still told they were doing a great job in their PGY1 role despite these errors, and 19.2 percent of men (5 of 26 men PGY1s) and 50 percent of women (4 of 8 women PGY1s) were told they were the best resident in their class despite having made errors. For two women and one man, this included major errors. These patterns do not suggest a clear advantage for either men or women.

In PGY3, we see important gender differences in both the prevalence of errors by gender and in attendings’ reactions to errors. First, as Table 4 reveals, in PGY3, women received slightly more comments about errors (17.3 percent) than did men (13.4 percent), and of the errors noted, a slightly larger proportion of comments directed to women concerned major errors (27 percent compared to 17.6 percent for men). This may suggest women were performing somewhat worse than men during PGY3 in a way we did not observe in PGY1. For that reason, it is important to analyze how attendings responded to equally serious errors to determine whether these comments are most likely indicative of real skill deficits or whether they may suggest implicit bias on the part of attendings.

First, Table 4 shows qualitative differences in the feedback men and women received for minor and major errors. Attendings reacted to women’s minor medical errors slightly more harshly (e.g., 40.0 percent of minor error comments received by women blamed the resident, compared with 24.7 percent of similar comments for men), but they also reassured men and women residents or made hurtful comments at relatively equal rates. However, the gender difference in reactions to men’s and women’s major medical errors is more striking. Comments for men residents contained more supportive feedback when they made major medical errors than did comments for their women peers: 15.8 percent of major error comments for men contained language extending the benefit of the doubt to the resident, compared with 4.2 percent of comments for women residents, and 15.8 percent contained reassurance, compared with 8.3 percent for women residents. Men residents also received less hurtful feedback for major errors than did their women peers: 26.3 percent of comments on major errors for
men contained hurtful feedback, compared with 45.8 percent for women residents, and 57.9 percent of comments for men’s major errors communicated that blame for the error rested with the resident (and not the attending or both of them), compared with 70.8 percent of similar comments for women.

We illustrate the gender difference in attendings’ reactions to major errors by comparing the cases of Patricia and Graham, two residents who made the largest number of major errors in PGY3 and were among the lowest numerically ranked residents in their cohorts. Both residents received comments from their attendings about major errors that had the potential to seriously harm the patients under their care. First, Victoria, an attending, wrote the following comment for Patricia:

Had a febrile, tachycardic anxious spina bifida teenager recently who was getting a septic workup recently. [Patricia] had taken out the [lumbar puncture] tray and was preparing to the procedure on an agitated patient in whom she had not looked for another source. He smelled like urosepsis so I told her to get cultures and give [antibiotics], but get the [urinalysis] back first before we “discuss” the need for [lumbar puncture]. He ended up having urosepsis and his mental status cleared when his fever went down and he got hydrated. She should not be a senior resident. [emphasis added]

Here, Patricia failed to recognize that her patient had urosepsis, a dangerous complication of a urinary tract infection that requires urgent medical attention. When Victoria pointed out symptoms of urosepsis to Patricia and gave her explicit instructions on how to proceed with patient care, Patricia disregarded her comments and planned to perform a lumbar puncture, a more complex and riskier procedure than was called for, and one that would not help cure the patient’s urosepsis. Victoria concluded by declaring that Patricia was incapable of performing her occupational role.

In contrast, Graham, who received a comment about a medical error of similar severity to Patricia’s (if not more severe, as it had the potential to result in a fatality) got much more reassurance from his attending, Harrison:

I enjoy working with Graham, he is very social and easy to get along with. However, as a third year, I continue to be disappointed. I think he has the fundamental knowledge and basic clinical skills. He relates well to patient and staff. However, I do not find him clearly focused on the patient care, or clearly focused on effective teaching, or clearly focused on departmental management. I think he is capable of doing the job. However, I still find his clinical decisions are limited to asking what the staff wants to do (as opposed to even offering a suggestion and then discussing differences). I did not find him, after requested, clearly helping a medicine intern suture a large superficial wound (he did get it started, but was absent for most of the procedure), I did express my concern, he had in his hand an EKG [electrocardiogram] with reading of ‘STEMI’ which I did not receive for an hour and a half after the time on the EKG (I do not know how long he had it). [emphasis added]

Harrison listed a number of problems he had noticed with Graham, including a failure to follow explicit instructions from his attending, something Victoria also noted about Patricia in the earlier comment. The most serious error, however, was that Graham missed an electrocardiogram (EKG) reading that indicated the patient was having a STEMI, a severe type of heart attack, which should be recognized and acted upon as fast as possible on arrival in the emergency department. Yet, Harrison reaffirmed Graham’s capabilities as an EM physician.

These errors were similarly serious, and yet, the attendings’ reactions were substantially different. When Patricia made a major error, Victoria called into question her basic competence as an emergency room physician and explicitly linked Patricia’s mistake with her inability to fill her role as a senior resident. In contrast, when Graham made a major
error, Harrison stated that he still believed in Graham’s overall abilities as a physician.

These comments about Graham and Patricia are part of a broader pattern in which attendings gave men, but not women, the benefit of the doubt in PGY3. We found that men residents who received a large number of comments about errors also received comments telling them they would make excellent EM doctors; women, however, did not. Instead, women with multiple comments about errors received comments that indicated they would struggle in independent practice. Specifically, of the five PGY3 men who received 10 or more critical comments about medical errors, four were told they were ready for independent practice or would make good EM doctors. Only one was told he might struggle in independent practice. This suggests attendings were able to see men as competent EM physicians despite their medical errors.

Of the three women who received 10 or more critical comments about medical errors, none were told they were ready for independent practice or would make a good doctor. Two of these three women were instead told by their attendings that they would struggle with independent practice. Furthermore, none of the 13 women from the PGY3 cohort, even those who made few or no errors, were told they would be a good fit in academic medicine, but four men who made 10 or more errors were told this.

To summarize, we present evidence that as the ACGME milestones for residents shift from a student-dominant role to a colleague-dominant role, attendings’ perceptions of residents’ performance also shift. In the first year, where the student role dominates, women and men generally experience similar feedback from their attendings, even when they make serious medical errors (which they make at relatively equal rates). Additionally, more women residents than men residents are praised for being ahead of their peers. However, by residents’ third and final year, these patterns shift such that women residents receive significantly fewer comments indicating their readiness for independent practice or that they are talented enough to make it in academic medicine, they are noted to be lagging behind their men counterparts, and most saliently, they receive much harsher reactions to medical errors than do men residents. When women make mistakes at this stage, it is seen as discrediting their ability to practice emergency medicine, whereas men can have many life-threatening medical errors on their record and still be seen as ready to launch their careers in academic medicine.

**DISCUSSION**

Why do women struggle to be seen as capable in the workplace despite outperforming men during school? This article engages with role expectations theory to investigate the production of gender inequality in the school-to-work transition. To do this, we leverage the case of medical residency, the training period during which aspiring physicians transition out of the role of student and into the role of independent practitioner, which allows us to hold organization and occupation constant as we examine the emergence of inequality. Drawing on a dataset of in-the-moment performance evaluations for emergency medicine residents, we find that the reference group for resident performance shifts explicitly from “student” in year one (PGY1) to “colleague” in year three (PGY3), and this shift appears to trigger bias against women. This pattern is particularly obvious in a subset of comments about medical errors: although there is little difference in how all errors are assessed in PGY1 and minor errors are assessed in PGY3, women who make major errors in PGY3 receive feedback that is less supportive and more critical of their ability to fill the role of EM doctor than do men who make equally severe errors.

Our findings suggest the attending bias against women residents is not constant throughout residency, but rather becomes salient depending on organizational roles. Specifically, bias against women and in favor of men appears most extreme when residents are being assessed for their ability to perform
as colleagues and when they exhibit behaviors (major medical errors) that are especially disconfirming of their ability to succeed in this role. Based on this, we argue that the structure and content of interaction can shape the activation of gender bias.

Our study has three primary implications for gender inequality in work and schools. First, we contribute to the sociological literature on gender inequality in the school-to-work transition by demonstrating how changes in role expectations that come with this transition may trigger implicit bias against women. We build on previous literature that demonstrates role expectations benefit women in school because the student role reflects many aspects of traditional femininity (DiPrete and Buchmann 2013; Downey and Vogt Yuan 2005; Jacob 2002; Morris 2011), but they serve as a barrier to women’s advancement in the workplace because higher-status occupational roles typically reflect aspects of traditional masculinity (Acker 1990; Kanter 1977; Ridgeway 2009; Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin 1999). This literature suggests the emergence of new role expectations disadvantages women as they transition from school to work, but it is challenging to find an empirical case that allows processes related only to changes in role expectations to be isolated, given that the organizational context is usually also changing as individuals transition from schools to workplaces. The multitude of changes that take place as individuals move from purely educational contexts to purely workplace contexts may obscure the extent to which role expectations inform bias against women.

By focusing on medical residency, we are able to isolate role expectations and compare assessments of men and women within a single organization and a single occupation as they occupy different organizational roles at two distinct career stages. We show that attendings do in fact assess women as poorer fits for emergency medicine when their organizational role is that of a colleague, which occurs in PGY3, compared to when their organization role is that of a student, which occurs in PGY1. This suggests role expectations, net of performance, organizational context, or occupation, shape gender inequalities in assessment. This finding may be relevant to understanding the production of gender inequality in the school-to-work transition across a number of fields, especially male-dominated ones like science, academia, and law, where these inequalities are most prevalent (Jacobs 1996; Kay and Gorman 2008; Xie and Shau- man 2003). Women who prove their competency at the requisite skills for these fields through success in career training may nonetheless be assessed as less capable in the workplace in part because of gendered role expectations. This may occur even when the school and work contexts require the exact same set of skills, as is the case in a number of professions with long credentialing processes (Cech et al. 2011).

Second, our findings also shed some light on women’s attrition from male-dominated fields. Across many of these fields, including higher-status career tracks in medicine, engineering, and law, the highest rates of women’s attrition take place immediately after the acquisition of credentials that allow individuals to be full-practitioners of their chosen profession (i.e., after residency in medicine, undergraduate education in engineering, and law school in law) (Cech et al. 2011; Dayal et al. 2017; Kay and Gorman 2008). This pattern points to dynamics taking place within educational contexts that encourage women to persist through lengthy credential-acquisition processes but discourage them from pursuing high-status careers after graduation. Our study provides some insight into this phenomenon. When women were in the learner role, they were often praised for their abilities and told they were among the best residents in the class. Based on attending feedback, women at this stage might be optimistic about their career success. But even though high-performing PGY1 women were often told they were among the best residents in the class, none of the women PGY3s, even the best performers, were told they should pursue academic medicine. At the same time, men,
even lower performers, were told they should pursue these higher-status careers. These differences in feedback from attendings might inform women’s underrepresentation in academic medicine (Bennett et al. 2019), especially because residents typically make plans for their next career stages during their final year of training. Moving forward, there is need for longitudinal research that directly connects the feedback aspiring physicians receive in residency to these gender disparities in career trajectories after residency in order to understand the long-term effect of biased evaluations. This research would be useful in shedding light on the relationship between biased feedback and unequal outcomes in the workforce more generally.

Finally, this article also contributes to an ongoing discussion within sociology of work and gender on how to make performance evaluations and similar assessment tools “fair.” Some research indicates performance evaluations may contain less gender bias if objective standards—that are formal, clearly-articulated, and detailed—are in place (Cecchi-Dimeglio 2017; Heilman 2001) and if evaluations are written closer to the time an employee’s performance is observed (Cecchi-Dimeglio 2017). Formal, clearly-articulated performance standards might counteract discrimination that comes from “shifting standards” of evaluation, whereby men and women are assessed based on different criteria (Fuegen 2007). However, other studies call this notion into question. Seemingly-neutral formal evaluative standards may actually reinforce bias against women if the standards themselves reflect conventional masculinity in some way (Acker 1990; Gorman 2005). Additionally, evaluations written in real-time may be rushed, especially in fast-paced and high-stakes workplaces like medicine. Social psychological research on implicit bias indicates stereotypes are more likely to be revealed under conditions like these in which individuals have less time to reflect on their decisions (Fiske 1998).

Our findings provide support for this second school of thought. We show that in the case of emergency medical residency, evaluators bring gender biases into their implementation of formal standards of evaluation. As residents approach graduation, attendings increasingly evaluate women as less capable than men of filling the role of independent practitioner, net of actual performance. Thus, our study suggests organizations must be cautious in how they interpret performance evaluation data. Supposedly-objective evaluative criteria do not necessarily produce fair and egalitarian assessments, and relying on them to do so may exacerbate gender inequalities in the workplace. For example, the ACGME is currently considering moving toward a competency-based system for graduation, wherein a resident’s ability to graduate is not based on progressing though a multi-year program and scoring adequately on exams (which is the current system), but rather on attaining ACGME milestones (Iobst et al. 2010; Ten Cate 2017). Even though women receive lower scores on milestone attainment (Dayal et al. 2017), our study provides evidence that women are not performing worse than men: when we hold performance constant via the severity of medical errors, we see pretty significant differences in men’s and women’s feedback and evaluations that are more suggestive of bias on the part of attendings than real performance differentials between men and women. Thus, biased assessments by attendings could mean the competency-based graduation system will serve as a barrier to women’s ability to become fully-licensed practitioners, exacerbating gender inequality in the medical profession.

Limitations and Future Directions

There are several limitations to this study. To start, the empirical generalizability of our findings is limited by the fact that University Hospital is just one among several hundred emergency medicine residency programs. As with any single organization, it may not represent the rest. That said, previously published quantitative findings using the same data (although with eight hospitals [including University] rather
than just University Hospital) (Dayal et al. 2017) allow us to be more confident that the gender differences in evaluations we observe are robust, as they appeared in the quantitative analysis across all the hospitals. This suggests the local culture of the hospital likely does not explain our observations.

Furthermore, we are uncertain of the empirical generalizability of our findings outside of the field of medicine. Medicine is different from other careers in that it has an especially long training process, a unique professional hierarchy, and may be higher-stakes and faster-paced than other fields. Even so, we believe this study can inform how we think about the production of gender inequality in the student-to-professional transition, especially in male-dominated fields where the colleague role is tied to stereotypically masculine expectations. Career aspirants in law, science, and academia go through similar transitions between role expectations and similar gender inequalities emerge as they do so (Jacobs 1996; Kay and Gorman 2008; Xie and Shauman 2003).

We are unable to account for additional ways, beyond the numerical scores and content of textual comments, that gender may have shaped attending feedback for residents. For example, attendings may have opted to give men negative feedback in-person rather than in textual comments to “shield” them from the potential negative ramifications of having this kind of feedback in their permanent record. That said, we found no statistically significant difference in the number of comments written for men and women residents, suggesting attendings did not prefer to give residents of one gender feedback in person and the other using the app. Additionally, although the numerical scores of evaluations with textual comments were generally lower than those without comments, we did not find that this differed by gender. It therefore appears unlikely that attendings shielded either men or women preferentially from the consequences of having negative feedback in written comments (that could be seen by other attendings, program directors, and superordinates) by commenting on mistakes in person. Moreover, comments written using InstantEval V2.0 may hold more weight than in-person feedback in terms of formal resident performance evaluations, because while the content of in-person feedback might remain confidential, written feedback for residents can be read by the residency program director and other attendings involved in evaluating resident performance. Written comments are attached to residents’ permanent records and have the potential to shape their reputation among the medical faculty as a whole.

Finally, our dataset does not contain information about race and other potentially relevant demographic characteristics that may have shaped how attendings evaluated their residents. Organizational structures often function in ways that reproduce racial inequality (Ray 2019), and medicine is likely no different. Thus, while our study points to the importance of organizational culture and interactional context contributing to gender bias in the evaluation of trainees and employees, further research is needed to elaborate the salience of these findings across organizational contexts and to explore the importance of gender as it intersects with other primary social identities.

**Conclusion**

Women’s continued inequality in the professional workforce is particularly puzzling given their high levels of success within educational contexts. We contribute an explanation of how role expectations inform the emergence of gender inequality in the school-to-work transition through a case study of medical residency. Drawing on a dataset of numerical and textual performance evaluations for emergency medicine residents, we empirically demonstrate that as residents go from being evaluated as students to colleagues, men come to be seen as better fits for their role. By focusing on a subset of comments about medical errors in which we
control for error severity, we demonstrate that attendings’ implicit bias against women residents in their final year of training shapes the content of evaluations. Although there is little difference in how attendings treat men and women who make errors in their first year of residency, major differences emerge in the third and final year, especially when it comes to the most serious medical errors. These findings show how role expectations produce emergent gender bias as individuals progress from student to professional, providing an explanation for why women are evaluated as less capable than men in workplaces despite outperforming them in school.
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Notes

1. Medical residency training programs typically range from three to five years.
2. Women’s attrition from EM does not typically represent attrition from the medical profession itself (Ginde, Sullivan, and Camargo 2010), but rather their segregation into community medicine, which is typically lower status, resulting in a disproportionate number of men EM MDs in higher-status positions within academic medicine.

3. An additional function of the InstantEval V2.0 tool is that it enables residency programs to collect standardized data on residents’ performances to report to the ACGME. The ACGME requires milestone data for each resident to be reported every six months.

4. ACGME emergency medical subcompetencies include emergency stabilization, focused history and physician examination, diagnostic studies, diagnosis, pharmacotherapy, observation and reassessment, disposition, multitasking/task-switching, general approach to procedures, airway management, anesthesia and acute pain management, goal-directed focused ultrasonography, wound management, vascular access, medical knowledge, patient safety, systems-based management, technology, practice-based performance improvement, professional values, accountability, patient-centered communication, and team management.

5. We focus on a comparison of PGY1 and PGY3 because these are the stages when role expectations for resident performance—and gender inequalities in evaluation—are most distinct, according to the quantitative analysis in Dayal and colleagues (2017), as well as our qualitative analysis. PGY2 represents a middle space between a student-dominant and colleague-dominant reference group. For example, we find that out of 218 comments for PGY2s that contain an explicit reference group, 208 (90.4 percent) reference the student role (compared to 98.9 percent in PGY1 and 43.2 percent in PGY3) and 10 (4.7 percent) reference the colleague role (compared to 1.1 percent in PGY1 and 56.8 percent in PGY3). Traits like leadership that are valued in PGY3, but not PGY1, become more salient in PGY2: 5.9 percent of PGY2s’ total comments evaluate leadership skills, compared with 1.4 percent of comments for PGY1s and 9 percent of comments for PGY3s. Similarly, PGY2 represents an in-between stage for gender inequality. For example, a higher percentage of comments assessing women’s role-fit contain negative commentary in PGY2 than in PGY1, but not as many as in PGY3.

6. In the context of the ED, “sick” patients indicate those who are dying, may be dying, or are experiencing significant threats to their lives. “Not sick” refers to patients who may need emergent care but whose lives are not immediately at risk.
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